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222. A short position on the COMEX or a Defendant Bank’s hedge book is an 

undertaking to deliver gold to a buyer for deferred, or, less commonly, immediate delivery.  If a 

Defendant Bank is “short” in its hedge book or COMEX position, it will profit (or lose less) if 

the gold bullion price declines.

223. A single COMEX short position is 100 ounces of gold, or over 3 pounds of gold.  

Six Hundred Sixty-Seven (667) short positions is over a ton of gold and Seven Hundred Thirty-

Four (734) short positions is over a metric ton of gold.  The Defendant Banks and other LBMA 

members often carried COMEX short positions of hundreds of thousands of contracts during the 

Class Period, or the equivalent of 150-500 tons of gold.  Because a single ounce of gold currently 

sells for approximately $1,225, 150-500 tons of gold is an enormous quantity which exceeds the 

gold reserves of central banks of all but the world’s wealthiest nations. 
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3. Even “balanced” – or “hedged” – portfolios present the opportunity 
to profit from daily spikes – particularly if the portfolio is “short” in 
futures, specifically

224. As discussed above, the available data shows that Defendants had massive, short, 

futures positions.  Even if those were offset with “long” positions elsewhere – which, Plaintiffs 

do not at all concede – the Defendant Banks would still be heavily motivated to cause downward 

spikes in the price of gold.  This is because not all types of gold investments have their value 

impacted in the same way.

225. The simplest example would be a “balanced” portfolio that contains some 

physical gold (a long investment) and some short futures.  Gold futures are marked-to-market 

daily, requiring daily cash margin payments on any change in value prior to the settlement date 

for the future.  This generates daily cash flows for the holder of the futures contract if the market 

moves in favor of the holder’s position.  In contrast, holding physical gold does not generate cash 

flows.  And physical gold could be held, particularly in a time of otherwise rising prices, until the 

effects of any downward suppression had abated.  Thus, even a “balanced” portfolio would be a 

profit machine to Defendant Banks holding short futures positions given they were repeatedly 

causing daily downward spikes in the price of gold.  The futures contract would throw off 

margin payment cash daily (or at least would require the owner to make lower margin payments 

than they otherwise would), which created real-world value for Defendant Banks even if the 

physical gold on their books had become theoretically worth less when sold at some future date.

226. But that is of course not all of the picture.  Defendants control when they buy and 

sell physical gold.  They thus profited even apart from the value created by the differing timing 

of cash flows, by using the price spike downward to buy even more physical gold, at cheaper 

prices.  This additional purchased gold, and their pre-existing inventory of physical gold, were

simply held until the effects of the downward manipulation had abated.
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227. The same conclusion – that even a “balanced,” or “hedged,” portfolio represents a 

motivation to manipulate in the way Defendants here did – can be seen in the derivatives market 

as well.  Again, a future is marked-to-market daily, requiring daily cash margin payments on any 

change in value.  As above, the Bank Defendants had massive “short” futures positions.  Thus, 

pressing the price of gold down created daily positive margin payment cash flows for 

themselves.  This created value, again, even if the Bank Defendants had offset those short futures 

positions with technically “offsetting” (in the regulatory sense) long forward positions.  This is 

because forwards only generate cash flows upon expiry.  Again, receiving cash in hand today is a 

valuable thing, even if the same amount of cash is “lost” at some point in the future.

228. For instance, a portfolio consisting of one “short” future and one “offsetting”

“long” forward would still increase in value if the price of gold went down, due to the fact that 

the future was throwing off cash margin payments on a daily basis,45 as seen below:

                                                
45   For simplicity, the allegations here discuss an increase in margin payment cash flows 

due to suppression.  But even if shorts were not generating such cash flows because prices were 
overall going up, suppressing the price would still create a daily, cash-benefit for the Defendant 
Banks because they would lose less cash to margin payments than they otherwise would have.
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229. As discussed above, the Fixing represented the perfect opportunity for Defendants 

to collude, to maximum guaranteed effect.  Although futures mark-to-market to the price of gold 

after the Fixing, the impact of Defendants’ manipulation was still very much still being felt when 

the cash-flows for the futures were being calculated.  As seen in the below chart, the effect of the 

Fix price’s large spike lingered beyond the Fixing window, and up to (and through) the time of 

day when the margin payment cash flows for the Bank Defendants’ large short futures positions 

would be calculated.

230. The profitability of a futures-focused scheme is further confirmed by the fact it 

can be highly leveraged.  Gold futures contracts typically only require participants like 

Defendant Banks to post 4% (or less) of the notional amount of that contract.  Stocking up on 

futures thus not only presented the opportunities to alter the daily cash flows in the Bank 

Defendants’ favor, as discussed above, but also the opportunity to do so by deploying far less 

capital at the outset than required for other types of Gold Investments, such as buying physical 

gold.
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231. Another reason why an allegedly “balanced” bank would still be motivated to 

profit, even apart from the differences in timing of the resulting cash flows between purportedly 

“offsetting” positions, is that the motivation for manipulation operated not just on the bank level, 

but on department and even personal level.  Departments and employees within each Defendant 

have their performance measured separately.  Traders and departments responsible for COMEX 

short positions thus sought to maximize the returns (or limit the losses) of futures short positions, 

regardless if those positions were initially instituted to hedge the investments of a different arm 

of the bank.  Again, as seen in the LIBOR, currency-change, and other contexts already, the 

temptations to manipulate at a departmental and individual level often carried the day, regardless 

of what the larger institution later would claim to have been in its overall financial interest.46

4. The movement of the Fix price is highly correlated with the 
Defendants’ COMEX positions

232. A comparison of the banks’ net positions with the direction of the Fix price, 

which members of Defendants’ conspiracy controlled, finds that the direction of prices around 

the Fixing window was, to a statistically significant degree, correlated with the banks’ net 

position as reported by the CFTC.  In other words, there was a statistically significant 

relationship between whether the banks were “short” on a given day, and whether the price of 

gold around the Fix would spike downwards on that same day.

233. Damningly, this correlation was even stronger than that between the direction of 

prices around the Fix, and the direction of prices overall for that day.  The Bank Defendants’

daily “short” positions were a better predictor of the price of gold around the Fix, than was the 

                                                
46   As demonstrated by the “London Whale” fiasco, even where a Bank’s interests were 

contrary to those of a employee trader, it is not clear that the Banks had the necessary oversight 
in place to monitor their traders’ positions.  See, e.g., Patricia Hurtago, The London Whale, 
Bloomberg (March 5, 2015), www.bloombergview.com/quicktake/the-london-whale.
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price of gold itself during other times during the same day.

234. The alignment of anomalous price movements and Defendants’ economic  

motivations to manipulate the PM Fixing is confirmed by the fact that price spikes suspiciously 

occurred even more frequently on days that would impact futures contracts the most.  The most 

active contract months for gold futures on the COMEX are February, April, June, August and 

December.  The last trading day of these months are when contracts expire and represent the 

opportunity to “roll” futures positions, i.e., to move expiring positions during the current month 

into new contracts in the following month, based on the prices on the last trading day.  That 

anomalous price movements occurred with more frequency on days when the Bank Defendants 

would be even more motivated to engage in manipulation, is further evidence the downward 

spikes were generated by the Defendants’ market manipulation.

5. There are numerous other ways to profit from foreknowledge about 
an upcoming price spike

235. As discussed above, Defendants’ manipulation was most directly intended to 

impact their massive “short” positions on the COMEX market – investments that could generate 

cash margin payments daily, and thus represented the most immediate opportunity to cash in.  

Defendant Banks profited from their manipulation in this way, at the expense of members of the 

Class.

236. But that is not the only way Defendants, regardless of their overall stake in gold at 

the onset of a given day, profited off of foreknowledge that a price spike was coming.  Notably, 

because Defendants controlled the levers to the market and had established their reliability, such 

returns were essentially risk-free profits.

237. For instance, the Bank Defendants were also large participants in the market for 

physical gold.  Downward spikes at the Fixing allowed them to buy gold cheaper than they 
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would have been able to – creating an opportunity to profit if and when gold went up as the 

effects of the suppression abated.  The Bank Defendants profited from their manipulation in this 

way, at the expense of members of the Class.

238. The Bank Defendants were also large participants in the market for Fix price-

denominated derivatives.  These contracts, like those for physical sales of gold, directly 

incorporate the Fix price in order to determine the cash flows between the parties.  Suppressing 

the Fix price during the Fixing would thus make one participant profit, at the expense of the 

other.  The Bank Defendants profited from their manipulation in this way, at the expense of 

members of the Class.

239. The Bank Defendants were also large participants in the market for such contracts 

as “digital options,” and have contracts that have similar market-based triggers such as “stop 

loss” orders47 and “margin” calls.48  These contracts in various forms require the Bank 

Defendants to act, or not act, based on whether the price of gold crosses a specific threshold.  By 

accepting these orders, the banks agreed to transact with the client at a specified price if the gold 

benchmark reached that price.  By manipulating the PM Fixing, Defendants frequently were able 

to trigger (or avoid triggering) such orders, avoiding much of the risk in such obligations.  The 

Bank Defendants were also able to make margin calls that otherwise would not have been made.  

The Bank Defendants profited from their manipulation in this way, at the expense of members of 

the Class.

                                                
47   A stop-loss order is a specified level at which a financial product (or commodity) 

should be sold to limit potential losses.  Clients place stop-loss orders with entities such as 
Defendants to help manage the risk arising from movements in gold prices.

48   A margin call is a demand from a broker to an investor to deposit additional funds or 
securities so that the investor’s margin account is raised to a certain level.  Margin calls are made 
when the funds or securities in an investor’s margin account need to be raised because they have 
fallen below a certain level calculated by the broker as being necessary to cover potential losses.
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240. That the Defendant Banks easily realized profit from the joint manipulation of a 

financial benchmark – despite any supposed divergences of interest between them, caused by any 

supposed differences in the makeup of their gold portfolios – is confirmed by the fact that similar 

financial institutions, in similar circumstances, have already admitted to similarly jointly 

manipulating important financial benchmarks.  In the LIBOR context, many of the world’s 

leading banks, including some of these same Defendants, admitted to manipulating a key 

financial interest-rate benchmark, including by way of collusion between their respective 

traders.49  In the currency-exchange markets, many of the world’s leading banks, including some 

of these same Defendants,50 admitted that their traders would collude to move the markets in 

advance of the setting of key currency benchmarks.  These examples are not just offered to show 

the corruption of the benchmarking process, but to further negate any claim that a conspiracy to 

manipulate a financial benchmark would have been unworkable due to the purported differences 

between the participants’ individual financial interests.

B. The “Tools of the (Manipulation) Trade” Are Well Known to Defendants

241. As previously noted and expanded upon in Section VI below, Switzerland’s 

financial regulator FINMA has found “serious misconduct” by UBS in precious metal trading.51  

Indeed, FINMA’s chief executive officer stated that the regulator has “seen clear attempts to 

                                                
49   See Michael Ovaska and Margot Patrick, The Libor Settlements, The Wall Street 

Journal (undated), www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887324616604578302321485831886.
50   See Daniel Schafer, Carline Binham, Kara Scannel, Regulators slap $4.3bn fine on six 

banks in global forex probe, Financial Times (Nov. 12, 2014), 
www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/aa812316-69be-11e4-9f65-00144feabdc0.html.

51   FINMA, Press Release: FINMA sanctions foreign exchange manipulation at UBS 
(Nov. 12, 2014), www.finma.ch/e/aktuell/pages/mm-ubs-devisenhandel-20141112.aspx.
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manipulate fixes in the precious metals markets.”52  Defendants’ manipulative tactics were 

exposed by these investigations, as well as by related investigations into similar conduct in 

connection with other financial benchmarks.

242. For instance, the CFTC found that Defendants HSBC and UBS, as well as other 

gold industry participants such Citibank, JPMorgan, and Royal Bank of Scotland, actively 

colluded to manipulate the price of Forex benchmarks.  This manipulation resulted in the 

CFTC’s imposing fines in excess of $1.4 billion dollars on the five banks.  The U.K.’s Financial 

Conduct Authority imposed a further £1.1 billion in fines on the same five banks in respect of the 

same manipulation in the U.K.53  Defendant Barclays is reported to have avoided similar findings 

and fines only because it opted out of settlement talks “at the last minute.”54  As discussed 

below, many of the techniques used there were employed here as well.55

243. First, at least the Fixing Bank Defendants undeniably met (later, conference 
                                                

52   Nicholas Larkin and Elena Logutenkova, UBS Precious Metals Misconduct Found by 
Finma in FX Probe, Bloomberg (Nov. 12, 2014), www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-11-12/finma-
s-ubs-foreign-exchange-settlement-includes-precious-metals.html.

53 U.K. Financial Conduct Authority, Final Notice to HSBC Bank plc (Nov. 11, 2014), 
at 3, www.fca.org.uk/your-fca/documents/final-notices/2014/hsbc-bank-plc.  See also U.K. 
Financial Conduct Authority, Final Notice to UBS AG (Nov. 11, 2014); U.K. Financial Conduct 
Authority, Final Notice to Citibank, N.A. (Nov. 11, 2014); U.K. Financial Conduct Authority, 
Final Notice to The Royal Bank of Scotland plc (Nov. 11, 2014).  In most cases, these fines were 
reduced by 30% for early cooperation.

54   See Margot Patrick and Max Colchester, Barclays Pulls Out of Forex Settlement Amid 
New York Complications, The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 12, 2014), 
http://online.wsj.com/articles/barclays-pulls-out-of-forex-settlement-amid-new-york-
complications-1415792606.

55   An FCA video explaining HSBC’s Forex manipulation is available at 
http://play.buto.tv/HcMF6.  The CFTC has also released multiple examples of trader misconduct 
in private chat rooms by which Forex-trading banks – including Defendant HSBC – were able to 
profit from manipulation of currency benchmarks.  See Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission, Examples of Misconduct in Private Chat Rooms, 
www.cftc.gov/ucm/groups/public/@newsroom/documents/file/hsbcmisconduct111114.pdf.  
These videos and other documentation detail how the concepts of “netting,” “taking out the 
trash,” “building,” and “giving ammo” were routinely deployed in the Forex arena.
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telephonically) twice a day via the LGMF.  The discussions by their nature involved the sharing 

of information, but the standing meeting also presented the further opportunity to collude, daily, 

under the auspices of this highly anachronistic process.  In accordance with the Bank 

Defendants’ wishes, the call was unregulated, unrecorded, and (at least until discovery shows 

otherwise), no records of the communications during the calls was kept.  The very fact of these 

meetings, which are unprecedented in any other industry, raises serious red flags.

244. Second, even outside of the formal Fixing conferences themselves, Defendants 

used chat rooms, instant messages, phone calls, proprietary trading venues and platforms, and e-

mails to coordinate among themselves (and likely other bullion banks) to ensure members of 

attempts to move the market in one way or the other were not undone (unwittingly or not) by the 

contrary efforts of other members or other large banks.  See ¶¶ 7-8, 11, Section VIII.B.  In the 

context of currency manipulation, the CFTC found that Defendants HSBC and UBS, as well as 

other Gold industry participants such as Citibank, JPMorgan, and Royal Bank of Scotland, “used 

private electronic chat rooms to communicate and plan their attempts to manipulate the Forex 

benchmark prices for certain currency pairs.”56  With respect to precious metals, FINMA found 

                                                
56   U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission, Order Instituting Proceedings 

Pursuant to Sections 6(c)(4)(A) and 6(d) of the Commodity Exchange Act, Making Findings, and 
Imposing Remedial Sanctions in the matter of HSBC Bank plc (Nov. 11, 2014), at 2, 
www.cftc.gov/ucm/groups/public/@lrenforcementactions
/documents/legalpleading/enfhsbcorder111114.pdf.  See also U.S. Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission, Order Instituting Proceedings Pursuant to Sections 6(c)(4)(A) and 6(d) of the 
Commodity Exchange Act, Making Findings, and Imposing Remedial Sanctions in the matter of 
UBS AG (Nov. 11, 2014), at 2; U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission, Order Instituting 
Proceedings Pursuant to Sections 6(c)(4)(A) and 6(d) of the Commodity Exchange Act, Making 
Findings, and Imposing Remedial Sanctions in the matter of Citibank, N.A. (Nov. 11, 2014), at 2; 
U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission, Order Instituting Proceedings Pursuant to 
Sections 6(c)(4)(A) and 6(d) of the Commodity Exchange Act, Making Findings, and Imposing 
Remedial Sanctions in the matter of JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (Nov. 11, 2014), at 2; U.S. 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission, Order Instituting Proceedings Pursuant to Sections 
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that “just as in foreign exchange trading,” evidence showed that the banks shared information on 

their client orders, and information about expected future orders, with third parties (i.e., other 

banks).57

245. Third, with information in hand and a decision made to move in a particular 

direction, the colluding banks would equip each other with the tools to do so.  In the currency 

context, where one of the five above-mentioned banks had a contrary book of orders, those 

orders would be “netted off” with third parties in order to reduce the number of adverse orders 

that were to be processed during the pivotal measurement window – a process referred to as 

“taking out the filth” or “clearing the decks.”58

246. When the banks had orders going in the same direction, they would “build” the 

orders by transferring them between other conspirators – a process referred to as “giving you the 

ammo.”  That way one bank could more easily control the process of ensuring the trades had the 

maximum effect at just the right time.  Again, the above-mentioned banks – including Defendant 

HSBC and UBS – repeatedly engaged in such behavior to manipulate Forex benchmarks, 

including that they “altered [their] trading positions to accommodate the interests of the 

collective group, and agreed on trading strategies as part of an effort by the group to attempt to 

manipulate [downward] certain FX benchmark rates.”59

247. Defendants here engaged in similar practices in the closely analogous context of 
                                                                                                                                                            
6(c)(4)(A) and 6(d) of the Commodity Exchange Act, Making Findings, and Imposing Remedial 
Sanctions in the matter of The Royal Bank of Scotland, pls (Nov. 11, 2014), at 2.

57   FINMA, Foreign exchange trading at UBS AG: investigation conducted by FINMA –
Report (Nov. 12, 2014), www.finma.ch/e/aktuell/Documents/ubs-fx-bericht-20141112-e.pdf.

58   See U.K. Financial Conduct Authority, Final Notice to HSBC Bank plc (Nov. 11, 
2014), at 16.

59   See CFTC, CFTC Orders Five Banks to Pay over $1.4 Billion in Penalties for 
Attempted Manipulation of Foreign Exchange Benchmark Rates (Nov. 12, 2014), 
www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/pr7056-14.
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gold.  There is no other plausible explanation for the routine, large movements down – before the 

Fixing even began, i.e., before anyone but Defendants had information about what was about to 

occur.  See Section II above (documenting movement began even before the PM Fixing).

248. The gold and Forex markets, their benchmarks (including the susceptibility of 

those benchmarks to manipulation), and Defendants’ respective trading desks were closely 

related.  Indeed, in the case of UBS’s 2013 manipulation of the Forex and precious metals 

market, FINMA found that “[t]he PM spot desk responsible for the bank’s precious metals 

trading has been an organizational unit of the bank’s Foreign Exchange Spot Desk since the end 

of 2008.”60  It is no surprise then, that the tools of manipulation now proven to have been used 

by the banks – including Defendants HSBC and UBS – to manipulate the Forex markets were 

also used to manipulate the PM Fixing.

249. Fourth, even if Defendants did not have enough “ammo” to move the market, 

they would invent it.  This has been called “painting the screen” – placing orders to give the 

illusion of activity, with the intention they would be cancelled later after the pivotal measuring 

window was closed.  Barclays has entered into a settlement specifically describing similar 

conduct in the context of gold, specifically.  As explained in Section VI.B. below, Barclays 

placed a large, fictitious order during the Fixing window despite having no intent to execute it.  

When the price did not move far enough to ensure the Fix price was low enough for its liking, 

Barclays submitted a second order – which was later undone by way of an offsetting trade once 

the Fix price was “safely” set to Barclays’ liking.

250. Fifth, this manipulative behavior was even easier here than in the context of the 

                                                
60   Foreign Exchange Trading at UBS AG: Investigation Conducted by FINMA  (Nov. 

12, 2014), at 12 (translation from German), available (in German) at
www.finma.ch/e/aktuell/pages/mm-ubs-devisenhandel-20141112.aspx.
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Forex markets because Defendants had another layer of control by way of the purported Fixing 

“auction” itself.  Defendants could coordinate trading activities prior to the Fixing window so as 

to cause prices to move in the desired direction – making it easier to achieve the desired result 

during the “auction.”

251. But, at the end of the day, the Fixing Bank Defendants, acting on behalf of all 

members of the conspiracy, could also just place “auction” bids and quotes at prices during the 

PM Fixing regardless of what the true aggregate demands were that had been funneled to them or 

were on their order books – that is, they could still act to set the Fix price where they wanted 

(particularly when acting in concert) even if their clients did not take the bait with respect to the 

manipulative trading practices occurring just prior to and during the Fixing process.  Rather than 

participating in good faith, the Fixing Bank Defendants could simply submit aggregate “auction”

“bids” that understated demand, particularly where doing so benefitted each bank’s own 

proprietary positions even as it harmed the bank’s clients.

252. Sixth, the Bank Defendants and other institutions used proprietary trading 

platforms to signal desired price levels for gold on multiple occasions.  For example, on one such 

occasion on August 23, 2010, Saxo Bank’s trading platform (“SaxoTrader”) was used to 

coordinate setting the PM Fix price for the same day.61  While markets were relatively quiet 

between 3:00 and 4:00 a.m. London time, five sequential and identical quotes at $1225.70 for 

gold futures prices appeared in the Saxo Bank trading platform, but not on other electronic 

trading platforms, or on COMEX.  These five prices were quotes for the trade of gold futures, 

which other users of the SaxoTrader platform could have chosen to accept.  

                                                
61   Saxo Bank has its headquarters in Copenhagen.  “SaxoTrader” is “multi-product 

online trading platform,” an electronic platform that allows users to trade a large range of 
products, including various Gold Investments.  See www.saxobank.com/trading-
platforms/saxotrader.
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253. However, the prices of the five quotes were isolated outliers when considered 

against prevailing market prices at that time – they were some $5 to $6 below the then current 

level of quotes for gold futures and actual prices. The quotes thus make little sense – except 

when seen as a signaling mechanism, whereby Defendants and co-conspirators indicated the 

price to which they intended to manipulate the Fixing.

254. About 12 hours later on the same day the PM Fix price was set at $1226, only 

thirty cents above the signaled quotes, and after an almost $2 drop in spot prices from the 

beginning until the end of the PM Fixing call, as illustrated below.

255. How this PM Fixing at $1226 happened is illustrated in the graph below.  On the 

same date, August 23, 2010, UBS and Erste Group Bank AG62 were very active market 

                                                
62   Erste Group Bank AG (“EBS”) is an interdealer broker, and provides a Forex 

platform that is managed by ICAP.
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participants driving downward pressure in spot prices around the PM Fixing towards the signaled 

value of  $1226.

256. The graph shows that several banks were participating in an upward trend of gold 

prices until just over 17 minutes before the PM Fixing on August 23, 2010.  At that time, UBS 

and other banks submitted quotes substantially lower than the quotes they had submitted minutes 

earlier.  This pattern occurred again just over 5 minutes before the commencement of the PM 

Fixing, with a further concerted drop in quotes during the course of the PM Fixing.  The result of 

these lower quotes was to drive down prices such that the PM Fix price was $1226 – two dollars 

lower than it had been at the start of the PM Fixing, and only thirty cents removed from the price 

signaled on Saxo Bank’s trading platform some 12 hours earlier.
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C. Further Analysis of the Available Pricing Data Confirms it Was Defendants, 
Acting Jointly, Behind the Pricing Anomalies

257. The ability to track what each Defendant was doing in the market is severely 

hampered by the lack of publically available data, particularly in terms of linking transactions to 

particular market actors.  However, Plaintiffs’ consultants, through multiple, complex processes 

of extraction, cross-referencing, and other advanced techniques, did manage to associate over 

846,000 “spot” quotes from 2001 – 2013 with their source, including roughly 300,000 from the 

Fixing Defendants and UBS, all taken from a forty-five minute period around the PM Fixing.  

Again, this was not an easy process, and is not something that even a sophisticated investor 

would have known how to do, or even perhaps could have done, in the usual course, as it is not 

data that the underlying databases were designed to simply “give up.”

258. By studying even this limited amount of data, Plaintiffs’ consultants were able to 

further confirm that (a) Defendants were the ones moving the market down, and (b) they were 

doing so in unison.  They did so with three distinct studies, as summarized below.

259. First, members of a conspiracy would be expected to be providing quotes of 

similar levels.  Those not in the know would be expected to provide more dispersed price quotes.  

That is just what Plaintiffs’ consultants found.  Specifically, they studied the “coefficient of 

variation” for what individual quote data is publically available.  A lower coefficient of variation 

of individual quotes within a group means that the group was providing price quotes similar to 

each other, while a higher coefficient means that quotes in that group diverged from each other 

more.  In other words, a higher coefficient means that multiple market participants were 

clustered together.

260. The following graph plots the coefficient of variation of gold spot quotes for 45 

minutes around the Fixing (i.e., between 2:45 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.) on days where the gold spot 
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price decreased during the PM Fixing between two groups:  Defendants, and everyone else 

whose data could be extracted.63  The red bar for 2001 – 2012 (quotes among Defendants) is 

notably lower than the blue bar (quotes among everyone else).  But during 2013, the trend 

changed:  Defendants’ quotes around the Fix were just about as similar to each other as were 

everyone else’s quotes.

261. That the Defendant Banks were moving in relative unison with each other on days 

when the Fix price went down, but not everyone else, further confirms that Defendants were 

                                                
63   As discussed above, the consultants were able to obtain data for 847,000 quotes that 

occurred around the time of the Fixing, which is all that is publicly available and may not 
represent the universe of all quotes placed during this time window.  This analysis focuses on 
“down days” for which at least two Defendants were identified as having provided quotes around 
the PM Fixing, which covers 46% of the days when prices went down during the PM Fixing with 
respect to the Defendants’ clustering, and 81% of such days with respect to the dispersion among 
non-Defendants.
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acting as a group, i.e., as part of a conspiracy.  That that pattern abated during 2013, when banks’

benchmarking practices started to become under scrutiny, again further confirms Plaintiffs’

consultants’ damning conclusions cannot be innocently explained away.

262. Second, the consultants studied not just whether Defendants were moving 

together, but whether they were moving down together.  Specifically, the consultants compared, 

during the PM Fixing window, the average amount by which the midpoint of Defendants’

prices,64 to the midpoint of everyone else’s prices.

263. Unsurprisingly, the analysis found that, on days when the Fix was eventually set 

“low” from 2001 – 2012, the Fixing Bank Defendants were consistently providing quotes lower 

than those of everyone else.  This “underpricing” as compared to the rest of the market was 

observed to be five times less than what was observed on days when the Fix did not spike 

downward.  In other words, the Fixing Bank Defendants’ prices were significantly more 

disjointed from other market actors (though they remained aligned with each other) on days 

when the Fix was going to spike downwards.

264. In the following chart, this is seen in the left panel, as the red bar (“underpricing”

vis-à-vis non-Defendants on days when the Fix price spiked downward) is much larger than the 

pink one (“underpricing” vis-à-vis everyone else on days when there was no downward Fix price 

spike).  And again, that this was not the result of natural phenomenon but that of a conspiracy, is 

seen in the right panel, where during 2013 the behavior changes drastically.

                                                
64   That is, the midpoints of bids and asks placed by Defendants.
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265. Third, another way to confirm it was Defendants behind the downward price 

spikes is to study how often a Defendant provided a quote that represented the biggest drop as 

compared to the immediately preceding quote.  Even though Plaintiffs could only study what 

data Defendants let slip into the public domain, even from that dataset it was observed that, in 

the period around the PM Fix on days when prices declined around the Fixing, Defendants were 

disproportionately responsible for providing the quote that represented the single biggest drop 

from the prior one in the data sample.  Defendants’ disproportionate share of the biggest-drop 

quotes abated in 2013.

D. Defendants’ Manipulative Activities Impacted the Purported “Auction”
Process

266. Evidence of Defendants and their co-conspirators’ collusive behavior can be seen 

in the example discussed in Section V.B. above of first signaling the target level for the PM Fix, 
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and then setting the PM Fix at almost precisely that level.  The examples discussed below 

provide further evidence of how Defendants and their co-conspirators manipulated gold prices in 

and around the Fixing.

267. Comprehensive data is not publicly available, but information available to 

Plaintiffs confirms that Defendants (often acting together with other bullion banks) were driving 

the movement in prices before and around the Fixing window.  Defendants often accounted for 

large portions of the trading activity leading up to and during the Fixing window, 

opportunistically pushing the Fix in the desired direction before the Fixing process began.

268. For instance, in the below graph it can be seen that large quotes from Defendants

HSBC and UBS – out of line with the prior pricing trend – triggered a downward spike in the 

price of gold from a market level of about $1826 before the Fixing window, to a fixed price of 

$1821.
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269. The above graph – again, based on all available data – shows how multiple 

Defendants, apparently working with ICAP65, were driving the downward spike in the spot 

market with below-market quotes, even as HSBC was supposed to be engaging in a good-faith 

auction within the Fixing process itself.

270. These were not isolated episodes.  Instead, they represent a common and 

systematic behavior by Defendants.  The five fixing members’ quoted prices were significantly 

lower than all other market participants’ quoted prices around the PM Fixing.  Specifically, from 

2001 through 2012, the quoted prices of fixing members were on average 0.7 basis points lower 

than that of the non-members, a persistent pattern throughout the entire period.

271. Note that certain quotes on the above graph are attributed to ICAP – a London-

based company that acts as a broker for firms that trade financial products.  As ICAP is purely a 

broker, any quotes it submitted would have been submitted on behalf of (undisclosed) clients –

meaning, they, too, may very well have been quotes being carried out on behalf of Bank 

Defendants here.

272. In addition to fixing members’ average quotes being consistently lower than other 

market participants’, since 2001 there is a noticeable dip in the ask prices of Defendants 

                                                
65   In late 2013, United States and British authorities fined ICAP for its role in the global 

LIBOR interest rate rigging scandal.  Numerous ICAP employees have faced criminal charges 
over the same conduct.  See, e.g., Kirstin Ridley, Clare Hutchison and Aruna Viswanatha, ICAP 
fined $87 million over Libor, three former staff charged, Reuters (Sept. 25, 2013), 
www.reuters.com/article/2013/09/25/us-icap-libor-idUSBRE98O0BX20130925 (noting that 
British regulators had determined that the relevant misconduct at ICAP was widespread).  ICAP 
is the biggest broker of interest rate swaps between banks.  The CFTC found that ICAP also 
played a central role in manipulation of ISDAfix, a benchmark rate in the enormous market for 
interest rate swaps, which are used widely by corporations and governments alike, based on how 
it was willing to manipulate how and when quotes were (or were not) processed into the market.  
See, e.g., Matthew Leising, ICAP Said to Keep Liability for ISDAfix, Case After Tullett Deal, 
Bloomberg (Nov. 11, 2015), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-11-11/icap-said-to-
keep-liability-for-isdafix-case-after-tullett-deal.
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compared to the ask prices of non-fixing members following the start of the PM Fixing.  This 

shows how Defendants moved first in pushing prices downwards during the PM Fixing.  This 

behavior by Defendants also influenced other market players’ perceptions driving them to lower 

their ask prices as well, thereby reinforcing Defendants’ manipulative effect.

273. Examples of three additional days from the Class Period are below.  As with 

September 1, 2011, the below graphs reveal a steep, uniform plunge in quote prices by 

Defendants – especially HSBC and UBS, in conjunction with ICAP – starting immediately prior 

to the initiation of the PM Fixing window.
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274. Additional graphs detailing individual quotes around the Fixing window can be 
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found in Appendix I.  These graphs show that prices not only moved down during the PM 

Fixing, but that prices also began to move down – often, contrary to trends occurring during the 

rest of the day – before the Fixing process even began.  Both the movements observed prior to 

the commencement of the Fixing, and those documented in the early moments of the Fixing prior 

to its conclusion, constitute clear evidence of “front-running,” i.e., Defendants, with knowledge 

about what is going to happen at the Fixing, making trades in anticipation of its movement.66

E. Numerous Plus Factors Are Probative of Collusion in Connection with the 
London Gold Fixing

275. While Defendants secretly ensured that no records of the Fixings were kept until 

recently, the Fixings themselves served as a forum for Defendants to collude over gold prices.  

This is not surprising, as the structural design of the London Gold Fixing is a perfect storm of 

features that invite and promote manipulation and collusion, allowing such behavior to go 

unnoticed until during 2013.  The features that are highly suggestive of collusion above and 

beyond the undisputed fact that Defendants were in near constant, private communication via the 

Fixing are listed below.

276. First, the London Gold Fixing is a direct exchange of intended or future price 

information among horizontal competitors.  This is over and above the sharing of information 

before the Fixing, as confirmed by investigations such as that done by FINMA.  The Bank 

Defendants compete across a wide range of financial services markets, including the market for 

Gold Investments.  The Bank Defendants compete to attract customers, including those that trade 

gold, gold futures and options, gold derivatives, and shares of Gold ETFs and they compete 

against each other in the proprietary trading of gold.  Despite the fact that they are competitors, 

at least the Fixing Bank Defendants communicate directly and privately through the London 

                                                
66   See Caminschi and Heaney, Fixing a Leaky Fixing, J. FUTURES MARKETS at 2-3, 8-36.
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Gold Fixing – and even before – to set the price of gold.  Through this exchange of price 

impacting information, the Fixing Bank Defendants, including on behalf of co-conspirators, have 

ample opportunity to signal pricing desires to their competitors, and even to directly decide what 

the Fix will be.

277. Second, this exchange of pricing information takes place among a very small 

group of competitors with large market shares in the market for Gold Investments.  Unlike a 

benchmark price based on market-wide data, the London Gold Fixing vests control over the 

price-setting process in the hands of a small group of competitors, making it easy for them to 

influence prices.  This structure makes collusion a rational strategy for increasing profits at the 

expense of the vast majority of the market that does not have the opportunity to set the spot 

price.

278. Third, the banks’ communications with each other – such as the sharing of client 

orders and imminent orders – represent undisclosed communications, meaning the Fixing Bank 

Defendants have access to nonpublic, real time information about changes in the price of gold.  

As Thomas Polleit, a former economist at Barclays, commented, “Traders involved in this price-

determining process have knowledge which, even for a short time, is superior to other people’s 

knowledge.  That is the great flaw of the London gold-fixing.”67  This access to non-public 

information not only presents Defendants with unique informational advantages in the market for 

Gold Investments, as detailed below, but it also means the market cannot monitor Defendants’

conduct in setting the price of gold.

279. Fourth, the Bank Defendants have a direct financial interest in the outcome of the 

                                                
67   Liam Vaughan, Nicholas Larkin & Suzi Ring, London Gold Fix Calls Draw Scrutiny 

Amid Heavy Trading, Bloomberg (Nov. 26, 2013), www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-11-26/gold-
fix-drawing-scrutiny-amid-knowledge-tied-to-eruption.html.
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London Gold Fixing.  Defendants are not neutral participants in the Fixing process:  they are 

traders of gold on the spot market and during the Class Period they had large short futures 

positions on COMEX.  As a result, they have a large incentive to influence the price of the 

Fixing in a particular direction.

280. Fifth, the structure of the Fixing means that the Fixing Bank Defendants are easily 

able to detect – and if necessary, retaliate against – defectors:  all Fixing Bank Defendants will 

know if any other Defendant attempts to “break the cartel” because all Fixing Bank Defendants 

are aware of the net demand represented by other Fixing Bank Defendants during the fixing 

process, and of how that representation will affect the Fix that Defendants agreed to that day.  

Because the Fixing occurs twice daily, if any one Fixing Bank Defendant selfishly deviates from 

a pre-agreed level of net demand during the Fixing (i.e., represents a level of demand that would 

have the effect of moving the Fix other than toward the agreed artificial price), other Defendants 

have ample opportunity to extract revenge.

281. Sixth, until recently (following the launch of the investigations discussed above) 

there was no independent administration or oversight of the Fixing.  Unlike other benchmarks 

that are administered by third parties, which compile quotes or use real-time data, the Fixing 

involves a private telephone call among the Fixing Bank Defendants themselves, which is not 

overseen by any independent entity.  No one was charged with monitoring the Fixing process 

and guarding against manipulation or ensuring that information was not misused.  For a long 

time, even the Fixing Bank Defendants themselves did not record what trades they submitted 

during the Fixing.68  Only recently – and after widespread calls for reform during 2013, and 

                                                
68   In the case of Defendant Barclays, such recording did not commence until well after 

the mid-2012 manipulation of the Fixing that was subsequently uncovered.  See U.K. Financial 
Conduct Authority, Final Notice to Barclays Bank plc (May 23, 2014), at 4.36.
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reinforced following discovery of Defendant Barclays’ manipulation – did the LGMF adopt a 

“Conflict of Interest Policy” and resolve to appoint a “Supervisory Committee” tasked with 

implementation and enforcement of a “Submitter Code of Conduct,” and with review of the 

Fixing process.69

282. Regarding Defendant Barclays, a regulatory investigation concluded that 

“Precious Metals Desk staff had not been given adequate training or guidance regarding what 

they were, or were not, permitted to do during the Gold Fixing.”  They were given no guidance 

“on the circumstances in which they were or were not allowed to participate in the Gold Fixing 

and the circumstances in which they were or were not allowed to place proprietary trades whilst 

the Gold Fixing was taking place.”70  Likewise, at all relevant times there was no oversight 

whatsoever over the Fixing’s activities by any United Kingdom or foreign regulatory agency.  It 

was not until November 2014 that the LBMA appointed a third-party administrator to manage 

the Fixing process.

283. Collectively, these structural or “plus” factors created a situation where collusion 

was most likely to occur, including because – until recently – there were no negative 

consequences to Defendants and their co-conspirators’ decision to collude as competitors and 

thereby to manipulate the London Gold Fixing – only rewards.  For good reasons, no other 

benchmark price involves such unrestricted, direct price-setting among horizontal competitors.  

The United States Senate captured the crux of the issue when it stated that commodity activities 

                                                
69   See “Conflicts of Interest Policy” and “Terms of Reference for the Supervisory 

Committee,” www.goldfixing.com/policy-documentation.
70 U.K. Financial Conduct Authority, Final Notice to Barclays Bank plc (May 23, 2014), 

at 4.31.
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such as those at issue here were “permeate[d]” by “conflicts of interest.”71  As alleged herein, 

Defendants seized upon this structure to manipulate the price of gold in secret without fear of 

retribution until recently.

VI. ONGOING GOVERNMENT INVESTIGATIONS CORROBORATE 
PLAINTIFFS’ ALLEGATIONS

A. Multiple Investigations Are Underway Worldwide

284. The U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”), the CFTC, the U.K. Financial Conduct 

Authority (“FCA”), the Swiss Competition Commission (WEKO) and Swiss financial regulator 

FINMA, the German financial regulator BaFin, and the European Union have all launched 

probes into the London Gold Fixing.72  Much of the collusive, manipulative conduct described 

above has been confirmed by government regulators both domestically and abroad.

285. Prosecutors at the DOJ are “scrutinizing the price-setting process for gold,”

among other precious metals.73  The CFTC investigation into manipulation of the price-setting 

mechanisms in the gold market focus on Defendants and potential co-conspirators.  BNS, 

Barclays, Credit Suisse Group AG, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs Group Inc., HSBC, 

JPMorgan, Société Générale, Standard Bank Group Ltd., and UBS are under investigation.  At 

least Defendants Barclays and HSBC have been subpoenaed relating to their precious metals 

                                                
71   United States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Committee on 

Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, Wall Street Bank Involvement with Physical 
Commodities (“Senate Report”) (Nov. 18, 2014) at 38, www.hsgac.senate.gov/download/report-
wall-street-involvement-with-physical-commodities.

72   The FCA and BaFin probes – which investigated only Defendant Deutsche Bank –
were each closed.

73   See Jean Eaglesham and Christopher M. Matthews, Big Banks Face Scrutiny Over 
Pricing of Metals:  U.S. Justice Department investigates price-setting process for gold, silver, 
platinum, and palladium, The Wall Street Journal (Feb. 23, 2015), www.wsj.com/articles/big-
banks-face-scrutiny-over-pricing-of-metals-1424744801; see also Jan Harvey, CFTC 
subpoenaed HSBC Bank USA for documents on metals trading, Reuters (Feb. 23, 2015), 
www.reuters.com/article/2015/02/23/us-precious-hsbc-cftc-idUSKBN0LR1C520150223.
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practices.74

286. The Swiss Competition Commission, WEKO, has also launched an investigation 

of “possible collusion in the precious metals market by several major banks.”75  The Swiss 

WEKO investigation is focused on the Defendants UBS, Deutsche Bank, HSBC, and others.  

The regulator stated that its preliminary probe had already revealed “possible prohibited 

competitive agreements in the trading of precious metals were agreed among the bank 

mentioned.”  

287. BaFin has interviewed employees of Defendant Deutsche Bank concerning 

potential manipulation.  Officials have also visited Deutsche Bank offices and requested emails 

and documents.  BaFin president Elke Koenig stated publicly on January 16, 2014 that 

allegations concerning the market for precious metals are “particularly serious because such 

reference values are based – unlike LIBOR and Euribor – typically on transactions in liquid 

markets and not on estimates of the banks.”76  The day after Koenig’s remarks, Bloomberg

reported that Deutsche Bank had decided to sell its memberships in both the gold and silver 

fixes.77

288. Defendants Deutsche Bank and Barclays conducted internal investigations into 

their roles in the improper manipulation of the London Gold Fixing.  Defendants also formed a 
                                                

74   Id.
75   See Joshua Franklin and Jan Harvey, Swiss watchdog opens bank probe into precious 

metals collusion, Reuters (Sept. 28, 2015), http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-precious-
manipulation-swiss-idUKKCN0RS0IZ20150928.

76   Karin Matussek and Oliver Suess, Metals, Currency Rigging is Worse Than Libor, 
Bafin says, Bloomberg (Jan. 17, 2014), www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-01-16/metals-currency-
rigging-worse-than-libor-bafin-s-koenig-says.html.

77   Maria Kolesnikova and Nicholas Larkin, Deutsche Bank Withdraws from Gold Fixing 
in Commodities Cuts, Bloomberg (Jan. 17, 2014), www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-01-
17/deutsche-bank-withdraws-from-gold-fixing-in-commodities-cutback.html.  Deutsche Bank 
ultimately resigned from the Fixing without a replacement because it was unable to sell its seat.
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steering committee to identify firms to advise on “how the process [of the Gold Fixing] could be 

improved.”78  The CEO of Defendant BNS has called for an overhaul of the London Gold 

Fixing, stating that the “fix is dated” and it “should be reviewed[.]”79  Joaquin Almunia, the

former European Union’s antitrust chief, is also reported to be conducting a preliminary probe 

into “possible foreign-exchange manipulation”80 (which includes gold and silver as they are 

considered “currencies”), with Mr. Almunia commenting to the Financial Times that “perhaps 

manipulation [of benchmarks] is not the exception but the rule.”81

289. A report by the United States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

documented conduct strikingly similar to that alleged by Plaintiffs across a wide range of 

commodities.  It noted that across the activities investigated, “financial companies often traded in 

both the physical and financial markets at the same time, with respect to the same commodities, 

frequently using the same traders on the same trading desk.  In some cases, after purchasing a 

physical commodity business, the financial holding company ramped up its financial trading. . . . 

In some cases, financial holding companies used their physical commodity activities to influence 

or even manipulate commodity prices.”82

                                                
78   Suzi Rig, Liam Vaughan & Nicholas Larkin, Century-Old London Gold Benchmark 

Fix Said to Face Overhaul, Bloomberg (Jan. 21, 2014), www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-01-
21/century-old-london-gold-fix-said-to-face-overhaul-amid-scrutiny.html.

79   Sarah Jacob, Scotiabank CEO Porter Says ‘Dated Gold Fix Needs Review, 
Bloomberg (Mar. 5, 2014), www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-03-05/scotiabank-ceo-porter-says-
dated-gold-fix-should-be-reviewed.html.

80   Karin Matussek and Oliver Suess, Metals, Currency Rigging is Worse Than Libor, 
Bafin says, Bloomberg (Jan. 17, 2014), www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-01-16/metals-currency-
rigging-worse-than-libor-bafin-s-koenig-says.html.

81   Daniel Schäfer, Neil Hume and Xan Rice, Barclays fined £26m for trader’s gold 
rigging, Financial Times (May 23, 2014), www.ft.com/cms/s/0/08cafa70-e24f-11e3-a829-
00144feabdc0.html.

82   Senate Report, at 5.
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290. Another problem the Senate Report focused on was the “conflicts of interest 

between a bank and its clients” when banks mix the business of banking with commerce.  The 

report found that “[p]ossible conflicts of interest permeate virtually every type of commodity 

activity” and illustrated the point thus:  “If the bank’s affiliate operates a commodity-based 

exchange traded fund backed by gold, the bank may ask the affiliate to release some of the gold 

into the marketplace and lower gold prices, so that the bank can profit from a short position in 

gold futures or swaps, even if some clients hold long positions.”83

B. Barclays Has Been Fined for Manipulating the Fixing, Using the Very 
Methods Alleged Here

291. The U.K. Financial Conduct Authority concluded an investigation into the actions 

of Barclays’ Precious Metals Desk, finding that the bank’s conduct violated several of the FCA’s 

“Principles of Business,” starting from the time Barclays joined the Gold Fixing in 2004.  In 

particular, the FCA found that “Barclays failed to:  (i) create or implement adequate policies or 

procedures to properly manage the way in which Barclays’ traders participated in the Gold 

Fixing; (ii) provide adequate specific training to Precious Metals Desk staff in relation to their 

participation in the Gold Fixing; and (iii) create systems and reports that allowed for adequate 

monitoring of traders’ activity in connection with the Gold Fixing.”84

292. As a result of these failures, “Barclays was unable to adequately monitor what 

trades its traders were executing in the Gold Fixing or whether those traders may have been 

placing orders to affect inappropriately the price of gold in the Gold Fixing.”  These failures 

                                                
83   Id. at 37-38.  Similarly, each of the case studies documented in the Senate Report 

uncovered evidence that banks “used their physical commodity activities to gain access to 
commercially valuable nonpublic information that could be used to benefit their financial trading 
activities.”  Id. at 6.

84   U.K. Financial Conduct Authority, Final Notice to Barclays Bank plc (May 23, 2014) 
at 2.3.
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were deemed “particularly serious given the importance of the Gold Fixing as a price-setting 

mechanism which . . . provides market users with an opportunity to buy and sell gold at a single 

quoted price; therefore, any inappropriate conduct in the Gold Fixing could affect both UK and 

international financial markets.”

293. Barclays was also found to have failed “to adequately manage certain conflicts of 

interest between itself and its customers.”  In particular, Barclays failed to adequately manage 

the inherent conflict of interest that existed from (i) Barclays participating in the Gold Fixing and 

contributing to the price fixed during the Gold Fixing, while at the same time also (ii) selling to 

customers options products that referenced, and were dependent on, the price of gold fixed in the 

Gold Fixing.

294. The investigation detailed one such instance of these conflicts of interest.  

Barclays’ Precious Metals Desk intentionally drove down the Fix price of gold below a certain 

level so as to avoid the payment it would have had to make to a customer pursuant to a digital 

option contract.85  As noted above, derivatives such as digital options are often explicitly tied to 

the Fix.

295. On the evening of June 27, 2012, Barclays trader Daniel Plunkett emailed other 

members of Barclays’ Commodities business area summarizing Barclay’s $3.9 million exposure 

to a customer on a digital option.  That contract referenced the June 28, 2012 PM Fixing, and 

Barclays would be required to pay the customer $3.9 million if the PM Fix was higher than 

$1,558.96.  In his email, Mr. Plunkett stated he was hoping for “a mini puke to 1558 for fixing”

(i.e., a small downward spike in the price) at 3 p.m. the next day.  In a follow-up email to a 

                                                
85   The kind of a digital option (also sometimes referred to simply as a “digital”) at issue 

had only two potential values:  a fixed payout to the customer if the option finished “in the 
money” (i.e., the price exceed the specific barrier price), or no payout if the option finished “out 
of the money” (i.e., the price was at or below the specific barrier price).
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colleague the next morning he repeated this sentiment, stating “hopefully we fix 1558, or 

1558.75 ideal.”86

296. Plunkett sought to ensure that the desired “mini puke” occurred by placing a

large, fictitious order he did not intend to execute in connection with the Gold Fixing.  When the 

desired price plunge did not last as long as he needed it to, he placed a sell order.87  After the PM 

Fixing was concluded, he entered into a trade designed to unwind the sale.  The $114,000 loss on 

the sale was more than outweighed by not having to pay $3.9 million on the digital option.

297. To repeat, Barclays placed two orders (one was not subsequently executed, the 

other was quickly reversed) with the purpose of driving that day’s Fix below $1,558.96, the 

threshold above which Barclays would be required to pay its customer on an option contract.

298. The price movements on the day of Barclays’ manipulation are illustrated below.  

Again, this graph represents the market price on a day on which one of the Fixing banks’ traders 

admitted to manipulating the price of gold.  Notably, the above discussion in this complaint and 

extensive analysis presented in the appendices reveal remarkably similar dynamics on days 

where manipulation is under investigation (but not yet admitted).

                                                
86   U.K. Financial Conduct Authority, Final Notice to Barclays Bank plc (May 23, 2014) 

at 4.12.  The price in the 3:00 p.m. 27 June 2012 Gold Fixing had fixed at $1,573.50 and 
COMEX Gold futures were trading at approximately $1,577.50 at the time of Mr. Plunkett’s 
June 27 email.

87   Id. at 4.14 – 4.24.
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299. The first sharp decrease, at the start of the Fixing, is indicative of Barclays 

overstating the amount of sell orders on its book in order to force the price downwards.  As this 

information hit the market, prices fell.  There was then a temporary price recovery before a 

second sharp decline in prices.  This second decline represents Barclays’ effort to set the Fix 

below the barrier set in the digital option contract, which it did by $0.46 (that day’s Fix was 

$1,558.50, below the option price of $1,558.96), thus saving itself (and depriving its customer 

of) $3.9 million.

300. The Barclays manipulation was not an isolated event.  Former precious metals 

traders interviewed by the press have stated that “there has long been an understanding among 

[bullion banks] that sellers and buyers of digitals would try to protect their positions if the 

benchmark price and barrier were close together near expiry.”88  In fact, one trader interviewed 

                                                
88   Xan Rice, Trading to influence gold price fix was ‘routine,’ Financial Times (June 3, 

2014), www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/7fd97990-eb08-11e3-9c8b-00144feabdc0.html.
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expressed “sympathy” for the Barclays trader who was punished because it used to be the case 

that a trader would have been “censured by his bosses if he had not defended the digital option 

sold by the bank.”

301. This message was reiterated elsewhere.  Four traders interviewed by Bloomberg 

News said that it was “common practice” among gold bullion banks to move prices to profit or 

limit losses from barrier options of the kind involved in the Barclays scenario.89

302. Both “spoofing” and “wash sales” are explicitly prohibited by and considered to 

be disruptive practices under the Commodity Exchange Act.90  “Spoofing” of the gold market led 

the CFTC to impose civil penalties upon a gold trader in the U.S.91 with the U.S. Justice 

Department subsequently filing a criminal indictment in respect of the same conduct.92  The 

Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc. (“CME”), The Board of Trade of the City of Chicago, Inc. 

(“CBOT”), NYMEX, and COMEX have also taken steps to specifically prohibit “spoofing” and 

“quote stuffing practices” on the exchanges.93

C. FINMA Found Similar Problems at UBS

303. At the end of September 2013, UBS informed Switzerland’s financial regulator 

                                                
89   Dave Michaels, Suzi Ring and Julia Verlaine, Barclays Fine Spurs U.K. Scrutiny of 

Derivatives Conflict, Bloomberg (June 5, 2014), www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-06-
05/barclays-fine-leads-to-new-u-k-scrutiny-of-derivatives-conflict.html.

90   See 7 U.S.C. § 6c(a)(5).
91   Press Release, CFTC Orders Panther Energy Trading LLC and its Principal Michael 

J. Coscia to Pay $2.8 Million and Bans Them from Trading for One Year, for Spoofing in 
Numerous Commodity Futures Contracts, U.S. Commodities Futures Trading Commission (July 
13, 2013), www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/pr6649-13.

92   Peter J. Henning, ‘Spoofing,’ a New Crime With a Catchy Name, New York Times 
DealBook (Oct. 6, 2014), http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/10/06/a-new-crime-with-a-catchy-
name-spoofing.

93   See Letter from Christopher Bowen, CME Group, to Christopher J. Kirkpatrick, 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (Aug. 28, 2014), 
www.cftc.gov/filings/orgrules/rule082814cmedcm001.pdf.
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FINMA and a number of other domestic and foreign supervisory and competition authorities that 

an internal investigation had uncovered possible signs of manipulation, collusion and other 

market abusive conduct in foreign exchange trading.

304. In October 2013, FINMA initiated enforcement proceedings against UBS on the 

grounds of suspected market abuse in foreign exchange trading.

305. In January 2014, Andre Flotron, the head of UBS’s gold desk in Zurich, was 

placed on leave for unspecified reasons.

306. In May 2014, UBS disclosed that it had widened its internal investigation to 

include its precious metals business.

307. On November 11, 2014, FINMA released the results of its investigation into 

foreign exchange and precious metals trading at UBS.  The FINMA report noted the close 

association between UBS’s foreign exchange and precious metals trading desks, “The [precious 

metals] spot desk responsible for the bank’s precious metals trading has been an organizational 

unit of the bank’s Foreign Exchange Spot Desk since the end of 2008 and was therefore subject 

to similar control and monitoring processes.”  The Swiss regulator found that UBS’s foreign 

exchange currency dealers had “repeatedly and over a longer period of time tried or accepted 

repeated attempts to manipulate foreign currency reference values by the aggressive execution of 

large volume orders in order to generate a profit for themselves, the bank or for third parties;”

and entered “agreements with other banks in regards to a possible influencing of the foreign 

currency reference values,” following which the traders “would congratulate each other [in chat

rooms] if they as a whole or as individuals were successful in moving the reference value or the 
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foreign currency exchange rate in the desired direction.”94

308. Unlike at some other banks, UBS’s precious metals and foreign exchange 

businesses are closely integrated.  The business units have joint management and UBS’s precious 

metals staff sit on the same floor as the foreign exchange traders.

309. Switzerland’s financial regulator FINMA has found “serious misconduct” by 

UBS in precious metal trading.95  Indeed, FINMA’s chief executive officer stated that the 

regulator has “seen clear attempts to manipulate fixes in the precious metals markets.”96  

Specifically, FINMA found that UBS’s precious metals traders had engaged in: (i) sharing 

information on order books with third parties (e.g., stop loss orders); (ii) sharing so-called “flow 

information” with third parties on large current or imminent orders; (iii) sharing client names 

with third parties; (iv) front running; and (v) triggering stop loss orders.  FINMA concluded that 

UBS’s “compliance function in foreign exchange and precious metals trading was insufficient.”

310. FINMA also noted problems with proprietary or “back book” trading at UBS.  

FINMA noted that such proprietary trading leads to conflicts of interest with UBS’s clients 

especially because traders’ compensation was set in part based on the success of the proprietary 

trading.  FINMA noted that, “A substantial element of the conspicuous conduct in [precious 

metals] trading was the repeated front running (especially in the back book) of silver fix orders 

of one client.  FINMA noted that with those particular episodes, “Owing to the frequency and 

                                                
94   Foreign Exchange Trading from the UBS AG: Inspection by the FINMA (Nov. 12, 

2014), at 12 (translation from German), www.finma.ch/e/aktuell/pages/mm-ubs-devisenhandel-
20141112.aspx.

95   FINMA, Press Release: FINMA sanctions foreign exchange manipulation at UBS 
(Nov. 12, 2014), www.finma.ch/e/aktuell/pages/mm-ubs-devisenhandel-20141112.aspx.

96   Nicholas Larkin and Elena Logutenkova, UBS Precious Metals Misconduct Found by 
Finma in FX Probe, Bloomberg (Nov. 12, 2014), www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-11-12/finma-
s-ubs-foreign-exchange-settlement-includes-precious-metals.html.
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obviousness of front running in the back book, the desk supervisors saw themselves forced –

after some time of passive inactivity – to prohibit front running in the back book, but did not

sanction the traders who engaged in it.”

311. FINMA found that this conduct was tolerated or even engaged in by managers 

with responsibility for overseeing precious metals traders.  FINMA formally investigated eleven 

currency and bullion traders and managers at UBS.  In December 2015, FINMA issued industry 

bans against six of those traders and managers, finding that those individuals were directly 

responsible for serious breaches of regulations during their time as UBS.  

D. Other Relevant Findings

312. The conduct at issue in this case is one piece of a larger set of revelations.  Banks’

manipulation of financial benchmarks has been increasingly exposed as commonplace, cutting 

across what were previously thought to be distinct markets and entities (regarded even as 

competitors).  For instance, as outlined in part above, Defendants UBS, Barclays, and HSBC, 

along with other major banks, were each subject to multiple investigations resulting in fines 

totaling over $6 billion in connection with their conspiring to manipulate foreign exchange 

(“Forex”) benchmarks.  In May 2015, Barclays and UBS entered criminal guilty pleas with the 

Department of Justice in connection with their manipulation of the Forex market.  

313. Among the conduct these banks have admitted to engaging in was disclosure of 

confidential customer order information and trading positions, adjustment of trading positions to 

accommodate the interests of the collective group, trading to trigger customers’ limit orders or 

customers’ barrier options for the bank’s benefit and to the detriment of those customers, and 

agreeing to enter into trading strategies to manipulate benchmark prices.

314. As noted by FINMA, Defendants’ collusion connected to the London Gold Fixing 

occurred in ways similar and, at times, nearly identical to those revealed by regulatory 
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investigations into manipulation of other benchmarks, including in the foreign exchange market.  

Among the banks targeted by such investigations is Defendant HSBC.

315. HSBC settled with the CFTC over its manipulation of Forex (also known as 

“FX”) benchmarks.  The CFTC found that HSBC and other banks used private chat rooms to 

communicate and plan their manipulation.97  During these communications, HSBC traders 

disclosed confidential customer order information and trading positions, altered trading positions 

to accommodate the interests of the collective group, and agreed on trading strategies as part of 

an effort by the group to attempt to manipulate Forex benchmark rates.  The manipulation 

occurred, according to the CFTC, because HSBC failed to adequately assess risks and lacked 

internal controls to detect and deter misconduct.

316. HSBC also resolved similar charges by the U.K. FCA.  The FCA found that 

HSBC attempted to manipulate foreign exchange rates in collusion with traders at other firms for 

HSBC’s benefit and to the detriment of clients and/or other market participants.  HSBC also 

shared confidential client information with other firms and attempted to trigger clients’ stop loss 

orders for its own benefit and to the detriment of those clients and/or other market participants.98  

Echoing the FCA findings regarding Barclays and the London Gold Fixing, the FCA found that 

HSBC did not adequately manage risk, in part by failing to discharge its responsibilities with 

regard to confidentiality, conflicts of interest, and trading conduct.99

                                                
97   U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission, Order Instituting Proceedings 

Pursuant to Sections 6(c)(4)(A) and 6(d) of the Commodity Exchange Act, Making Findings, and 
Imposing Remedial Sanctions in the matter of HSBC Bank plc (Nov. 11, 2014), at 2, 
www.cftc.gov/ucm/groups/public/@lrenforcementactions/documents/
legalpleading/enfhsbcorder111114.pdf.

98   U.K. Financial Conduct Authority, Final Notice to HSBC Bank plc (Nov. 11, 2014), 
at 3, www.fca.org.uk/your-fca/documents/final-notices/2014/hsbc-bank-plc.

99   Id.  The CFTC has also released multiple examples of trader misconduct in private 
chat rooms by which Forex-trading banks – including Defendant HSBC – were able to profit 
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317. Defendants Barclays and UBS have entered similar settlements and plea 

agreements with the DOJ, CFTC, FCA, and other regulators for their role in manipulating the 

Forex market.  

318. In May 2015, Barclays also reached an agreement with the CFTC to pay $115 

million for alleged manipulation of ISDAfix, which is a key interest-rate benchmark, designed to 

represent current market fixed rates for interest rate swaps of various terms.100  That same month, 

seven of the world’s largest banks – including Defendants Barclays and Deutsche Bank – agreed 

to pay $324 million to private antitrust claims alleging that they conspired to rig ISDAfix 

rates.101

319. Given the admissions of wrongdoing by Barclays, statements of the United States 

Senate, findings by FINMA about UBS’ attempts to manipulate precious metals, the statements 

of former precious metals traders in response to developments, and the strikingly similar 

incentives and opportunities in the gold market as others shown to be manipulated, all coupled 

with the extensive empirical analysis presented above, Defendants’ wrongdoing in the gold 

market is more than merely plausible – it is virtually undeniable.

                                                                                                                                                            
from manipulation of currency benchmarks.  See Commodity Futures Trading Commission, 
Examples of Misconduct in Private Chat Rooms (Nov. 11, 2014), 
www.cftc.gov/ucm/groups/public/@newsroom/documents/file/hsbcmisconduct111114.pdf.

100   CFTC Press Release, CFTC Orders Barclays to Pay $115 Million Penalty for
Attempted Manipulation of and False Reporting of U.S. Dollar ISDAFIX Benchmark Swap Rates
(May 20, 2015), http://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/pr7180-15.

101   Bob Van Voris, Seven Banks to Pay $324 Million to Resolve ISDAfix Claims, 
Bloomberg, at http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-05-03/seven-banks-to-pay-324-
million-to-resolve-isdafix-claims
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VII. MULTIPLE ECONOMIC ANALYSES CONFIRM THAT THE CONSPIRACY 
WAS ONGOING IN 2004 AND 2005

A. Nearly All Of The Economic Analyses Discussed Above Apply With At Least 
Equal Force To 2004 And 2005

320. Nearly all of the economic analyses discussed above were conducted for every 

year of the Class Period, including 2004 and 2005.  The results of those analyses, which show 

that gold prices anomalously spiked downward at the time of the PM Fixing, and that Defendants 

were responsible, apply with at least equal force to 2004 and 2005 as they do to the other years 

that were studied.  Specifically:

321. Analyses showing that gold prices during the PM Fixing decreased far more often 

than they increased, and that such anomalous price patterns were not seen at other times of day 

or in other markets, were conducted for every year from 2001 to 2013.  See ¶¶ 28, 127-32.  In 

fact, as seen in the following chart, the percentage of “down” days during 2004 and 2005 was 

even higher than during most of the other years that were analyzed:
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322. To further illustrate this point, Plaintiffs’ consultants collapsed the data to focus 

on 2004 and 2005, as compared to the rest of the entire 2006 to 2012 period.  As seen below, the

percentage of down days during both 2004 and 2005 was well over 70% – i.e., higher than the 

percentage of down days during 2006 to 2012:
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323. Similarly, analyses of the number of times prices decreased during the PM Fixing, 

against the overall pricing trend for the day, were conducted for every year from 2000 to 2013.  

See ¶¶ 133-38.  Again, the data shows that this discrepancy was at least as substantial during 

2004 and 2005 as it was during many of the other years analyzed:
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324. Analyses showing that prices during the PM Fixing were in the bottom 5% or 

10% of prices for the day, far more often than they were in the top 5% or 10% of prices for the 

day, were also conducted for every year from 2001 to 2013.  ¶¶ 139-42.  Again, the data shows 

that this discrepancy was at least as substantial during 2004 and 2005 as it was during many of 

the other years analyzed:
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325. Analyses of normalized intraday gold prices, which further illustrate the 

abnormality of the downward price spikes at the PM Fixing, were also conducted for every year 

from 2001 to 2013.  ¶¶ 143-50, Apps. D, E.  These analyses confirm that prices spiked 

downward during the PM Fixing in 2004 and 2005 specifically, and that those price spikes were

of unusual size and intensity.  For instance, the following chart tracks the normalized average

gold spot prices during 2004, and shows an abnormal downward price spike at the time of the 

PM Fixing:
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326. Similarly, analyses showing that the rate of downward price spikes during the PM 

Fixing was disproportionate to random chance were conducted for every year from 2001 to 2012.  

¶¶ 152-54. The data shows that the downward spikes in 2004 and 2005 were at least as 

substantial as during many of the other years analyzed:
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